
 

 

Press release 

 

Inelta and PIL intensify sales activities and further expand 

sales force 

 

Inelta Sensorsysteme and PIL Sensoren expand their personnel capacities in 

sales by the new employees Alexander Hauf and Hans-Christian Pilder. Hauf, 

who had previously worked for many years in sales and export of electronics 

and sensor products, is now responsible as Export & Sales Manager for the 

support of distributors in Europe and worldwide.   

 

The two associated companies were able to gain Hans-Christian Pilder, a 

graduate industrial engineer, as a new contact for customers from the Southern 

Germany sales region. Pilder has extensive expertise in the sensor technology 

sector as well as in technical sales. Customers can contact Pilder at 0049 - 089 

- 45 22 45 - 265 or by e-mail at hans-christian.pilder@inelta.de (Inelta Sensor-

systeme) or hpilder@pil.de (PIL Sensors). 

 

 

  

 
Picture: Alexander Hauf (left) and Dipl.-Wirt-Ing. Hans-Christian Pilder (right) strengthen 

the sales team of Inelta Sensorsysteme and PIL Sensoren with immediate effect 
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About Inelta Sensorsysteme 

Based in Taufkirchen near Munich, Inelta Sensorsysteme has been developing, producing and 
marketing standard and customized sensor solutions for industrial applications for more than 25 
years. Together with PIL Sensoren (Erlensee near Frankfurt/Main), a pioneer in ultrasonic sensor 
technology, and VYPRO (Trenčín, Slovakia), the company offers a wide range of products for 
displacement and position measurement as well as for force, pressure and inclination 
measurement. The product range includes force sensors, signal conditioner, pressure switches, 
capacitive sensors and ultrasonic sensors. Services in the field of cable and connector assembly 
complete the portfolio.  
 
The group of companies supplies in particular customers from the industrial automation, mechanical 
engineering, hydraulics, medical technology and aerospace sectors. Industry- and customer-specific 
sensor solutions form a key focus, which is continuously expanded with interdisciplinary know-how. 
 
 

Contact: 
Inelta Sensorsysteme GmbH & Co. KG 
Maria Huber 

Ludwig-Bölkow-Allee 22  
82024 Taufkirchen  

Phone: 0049 - (0) 89 - 45 22 45-242 
Fax: 0049 – (0) 89 - 45 22 45-244 
Email: maria.huber@inelta.de 
Internet: www.inelta.de 
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